The Training Hall Advantage Program Guidelines
1. What is the Advantage Program?
The Advantage Program allows regular users of The Training Hall to rent the facility
at a more reasonable rate. There are two programs: The Advantage Program for
individual users and The Group Advantage Program for Clubs.
2. Fee Structure and Administration
How do I become a Subscriber?
To become a Subscriber, email me at frances@thetraininghall.com to let me know
that you are interested and what month you would like to start. You must then,
provide me with a series of post-dated cheques for the year prior to the beginning of
that month.
Fees
The Individual Subscription Fee for a person who wishes to rent The Training Hall
for personal training is $100 per month, payable on the first day of the month. The
rental fee excludes using The Training Hall to conduct classes, to host seminars, or to
hold matches or Trials, etc. Rentals for this purpose will be at the standard rate of
$60 per hour.
A Group Subscription Fee for groups such as recognized Flyball Clubs, Breed
Clubs, Obedience Clubs, etc. who wish to rent The Training Hall for practices on a
regular basis during non-primetime hours is $105 times the number of hours in the
weekly booking, payable on the first day of the month. The rental fee excludes using
The Training Hall to conduct classes, to host seminars, or to hold matches or Trials,
etc. Rentals for this purpose will be at the standard rate of $60 per hour.
Subscribers to the Advantage Program can cancel at any time. There is no signup fee
to subscribe to the Program but there is a re-signup fee should a Subscriber cancel
and later wish to re-subscribe to the Advantage Program. The re-signup fee for an
individual is $60 and for a group with a weekly booking is $60 for each hour in the
weekly booking. Should a Group Advantage Subscriber decide to reduce the booking
by one hour and then, at a later time, increase the booking again by one hour, there
will be a re-signup fee of $60 for that hour.
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Payment Administration
A series of post-dated cheques is required for ease of administration and to prevent
accidental cancellation from the Program. With prior agreement with The Training
Hall, etransfers will be accepted according to the same rules as post-dated cheques.
To maintain Subscriber status, The Training Hall must have a post dated cheque
prior to the beginning of each month and no exceptions can be made. Sorry! Should
a Subscriber wish to cancel, the remaining cheques will be returned. Should any
cheques come back NSF, there will be a $30 administration charge and subscription
to the Advantage Program will assume to have been cancelled. Of course, one can
join the Program again, but a re-signup fee would be required.
3. Subscriber Guidelines for Booking and Using The Training Hall
Individual Subscriber
Subscribers will book time via email (frances@thetraininghall.com) Subscribers are
kept current on available time slots via a calendar found on
www.thetraininghall.com.
Weekly Booking
A Subscriber may book up to 3 hours of time for personal training each week. In
order to be fair to everyone, please block off what you reasonably think you will use
every week. One Advantage of being a Subscriber is that if no one shows up when
your time is up, you can stay until you want to leave but be sure to sign out.
Remember however, if you have non-Subscribers in your group and he or she stays
with you, the non-Subscriber will be required to pay for his or her additional rental
time.
If you find that you will not be using the time that you have pre-booked, let me know
by email so I can release the time on the Schedule. Others may wish to use that time.
The Training Hall reserves the right to cancel a booking at any time. Every effort
will be made to reschedule the booking.
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Guests of Individual Advantage Subscribers are welcome!
As an Advantage Subscriber, you are welcome to invite non-Subscribers to join you
at a training session. You are, however, responsible for ensuring that your guest pays
for his or her full training session based on the following rating structure. If a
Subscriber is training with one or more non-Subscribers, the fee for each of the nonSubscriber is $15 per hour. The minimum booking unit is ½ hour. The start of a
booking is assumed to be on the hour or half hour. For example, should a guest arrive
at 9:15 and leave at 9:45, he or she will pay for a one-hour booking.
Impromptu Bookings
As is currently done, bookings to use The Training Hall can be made at any time
subject to the availability of the time desired. It is best if you book at least a day
ahead. The same rules apply as the weekly bookings. If no one shows up when your
time is up, you can stay until you want to leave but be sure to sign out. Remember
however, if you have non-Subscribers in your group and he or she stays with you, the
non-Subscriber will be required to pay for his or her additional rental time.

Individual Subscriber Discounts
PAWS 4 THOUGHT students who are subscribers to the Advantage Program will
receive a 10% (approx.) discount on classes. ‘Special Classes’ or Private Instruction
does not apply.
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Group Subscribers
By way of definition, a Group Subscriber is a recognized Club whose members use
The Training Hall for practicing Flyball, Conformation, Obedience, etc. and must
name a Group Representative as a contact for that Club. The members of the Group
are not subscribers to the Advantage Program unless they become Individual
Subscribers. The rate is a group rate and individuals are not charged.
Weekly Booking
A Group Subscriber may book a block of time (usually 2 hours) during non-prime
time hours. Prime time hours are 9:00am to 10:00pm, Monday to Friday and 9:00 am
to 5:00pm, Saturday and Sunday. The two-hour slot must be on the same day and at
the same time each week. The Group Subscriber must adhere to the actual time
booked. The number of Group Subscribers will be limited.
The Training Hall reserves the right to cancel a booking at any time. Generally, the
cancelled booking will not be rescheduled.
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4. Access to The Training Hall
Access to The Training Hall will be via a coded lock. A ‘Sign-in/Sign-out’ book will
be located in the front office area. Subscribers who use The Training Hall are
required to sign in and out. Please remember to include the names of your guests and
the time he or she was there and remind them to put the payment in the Blue Box.
For Group Subscriptions, the Group Representative must sign for the group.
5. Unusual Cases
These guidelines are just that. There may be special circumstances that have not
been covered and I ask that you discuss them with me. I am sure we can come to a
workable solution while keeping within the objectives of the Advantage Program.
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